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Colts take win, commercials take criticism 
Colts beat Bears 29-17 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Wet and wild, and the perfect 
winning conditions for Peyton Man- 
ning and the Indianapolis Colts in the 
Super Bowl. 
A team built for indoors found its 
footing on a rain-soaked track and 
outplayed the Chicago Bears to win 
the NFL title 29-17 Sunday night. The 
Colts were far less sloppy, particularly 
their star quarterback, who proved he 
can indeed win the big game - the big- 
gest game. 
That's what it was, too, for Tony 
Dungy, who became the first black 
coach to win the championship, beating 
good friend and protege Lovie Smith in 
a game that featured the first two black 
coaches in the Super Bowl. 
."It's hard to put into words," said 
Manning, the game's MVP after hitting 
25 of 38 passes for 247 yards with one 
touchdown and one interception. "I'm 
proud to be part of this team. We stuck 
together, won this game for our leader, 
Tony Dungy" 
It was a game of firsts: the first rainy 
Super Bowl and the first time an opening 
kickoff was run back for a touchdown 
when sensational Bears rookie Devin 
Hester sped downfield for 92 yards. 
MCT 
Indianapolis Colts coach Tony Dungy is dunked after the Colts'win. 
Super Bowl commercials 
didn't make the cut 
By David Hinckley 
McClatchy Tribune 
NEW YORK - One pr two more 
ad rollouts like we saw on the Super 
Bowl on Sunday night and fans may 
be forced to talk about the game. 
As so often happens when some- 
thing that started out as fun turns 
into really big business, Super Bowl 
commercials have turned safe. And 
dull. 
It's no big secret why that happens. 
When commercials are running $2.6 
million for 30 seconds, no one wants 
to take the kind of chance that could 
lead to a bad mistake. 
Or a big laugh. 
The E-Trade "bank robbery" spot, 
for instance. If it had trusted itself 
to look like a real bank robbery, it 
could have been a keeper. But it felt 
compelled to reassure us it was com- 
edy right at the start, which diluted 
see BIDS, page 8 
Special Photo 
Contestant Jessica Allen poses with first runner-up Angela Byrd. 
Toni Gordon crowned 
(jMiss 
CjSTl 
Toni Lynn Gordon, right, was crowned 
Miss GSU 2007 in this weekend's 
competition. 
Special Photo 
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Holocaust survivor visits GSU 
Kendal Duresky 
Staff writer 
Georgia Southern is proud to 
bring Manya Friedman to campus 
to tell her heroic story of the tragic 
events that took place during the 
Holocaust. 
The Holocaust was a tragic event 
during World War II, that took the 
lives of an estimated six million 
people, most of them Jewish. They 
were killed by the Nazi German gov- 
ernment and millions more were left 
with physical and emotional scars. 
Holocaust survivors have faced 
more turmoil and hardships than 
most twenty-first century Americans 
can even fathom. 
"Students will have an invaluable 
opportunity to listen 
to the experiences of 
someone who lived 
the history they read 
about in text books," 
said Consuela Ward- 
Pender, director of the 
Multicultural Student 
Center. 
Manya Friedman 
was born in a small 
Polish town called 
Chmielnik. Chmiel- 
nik had a large Jewish community 
that dates back to the sixteenth cen- 
tury. 
• The Friedman family was ab- 
ducted and forced into concentration 
camps during World War II. 
The family was first sent to 
Manya Friedman 
Gogolin, which was 
a transit camp. Fried- 
man was forced to 
work in Gleiwitz, a 
labor camp. 
Her family was de- 
ported to Auschwitz 
and she never saw 
them again. 
In 1945, the Swed- 
ish Red Cross rescued 
her. She then immi- 
grated to the United 
States.. 
Friedman currently works as 
a volunteer at the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum in 
Washington, DC and is very active in 
the museum's speakers' bureau. 
The Hillel Jewish Counsellorship, 
the History Department and the Mul- 
ticultural Student Center all teamed 
up to bring Friedman to GSU. 
She will be speaking on Feb. 
6, at 7 p.m in the Russell Union 
Ballroom. 
"It is important that we realize 
that history is a major part of our 
society and if we don't understand 
the personal stories of other people, 
then it doesn't mean as much to us," 
said Heidi Bluming, president of the 
Hillel Jewish Counsellorship. 
"If we can relate the story to us 
personally it is more powerful than 
just reading it out of a book," said 
Bluming. 
For more information on Fried- 
man or Hillel, contact John Steinberg, 
Hillel advisor at 912-681-5797. 
Politicians announce presidential bids 
ByAmyMclntyre 
Assistant news editor 
The time has come again for the 
presidential campaign to get under- 
■ way well in advance of the November 
2008 election. 
It wasn't long ago that George 
Bush was being reelected, vehicles on 
campus still bear Kerry-Edwards or 
'W, the President' bumpers stickers. 
This January, the media was al- 
ready awash with '08 election buzz, 
politicians on both sides of the ring 
tossing their hats into an ever increas- 
ing ring of candidates. 
Talk about this election began 
while both Kerry and Bush were on 
the campaign trails in 2004. Specu- 
lation was rampant, this being one 
of the first presidential elections in 
three administrations where the vice 
president has chosen not to run. 
Secretary of State Condoleeza 
Rice was rumored to be a viable 
candidate for the 2008 election, 
but she quelled these rumors in an 
interview with Tim Russert, saying 
she would definitely not be pursuing 
a presidential nomination. 
see BIDS, page 8 
Republicans: 
Senator Sam Brownback of 
Kansas 
John ft Cox of Illinois 
Representative Duncan 
Hunter of California 
Michael Charles Smith of 
Oregon 
Former Governor Jim Gilmore 
ofVirginia 
Former New York City Mayor 
Rudy Giuliani 
Former Governor Mike 
Huckabee of Arkansas 
Presidential hopefuls 
Democrats: 
Retired Physician Mark Klein 
of California 
Senator John McCain of 
Arizona 
Representative Ron Paul of 
Texas 
Former Governor Mitt 
Romney of Massachusetts 
Representative Tom Tancredo 
of Colorado 
Former GovemorTommy 
Thompson of Wisconsin 
Senator Joe Biden of Delaware 
Senator Christopher Dodd of 
Connecticut 
Former Senator John Edwards 
of North Carolina 
Former Senator Mike Gravel of 
Alaska 
Representative Dennis Kucinich 
of Ohio 
Former GovemorTom Vilsack 
of Iowa 
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton 
of New York 
Senator Barack Obama of 
Illinois 
Governor Bill Richardson of 
New Mexico 
For more information about the 
candidates, see Page 8. 
Rudy Giuliani 
Former Mayor, New York City 
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Hillary Clinton 
Senator, New York 
Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats. 
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"12 p.m. -12:50 p.m. 
University singers 
Williams Center dining hall 
5 p.m. 
Women's basketball 
Hanner Fieldhouse 
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Leadership 101 workshop 
Russell Union 1048 
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Timeshop meeting 
IT classroom 3202 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Town Hall meeting on diversity 
Russell Union Ballroom 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Movie: Brothers 
Russell Union Theater 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
LSAT prep 
Russell Union 2073 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Circle K meeting 
Russell Union 2042 
7:30 p.m. 
Men's basketball 
Hanner Fieldhouse 
8 p.m.- 11p.m. 
Iota Phi Theta open forum ■ 
Russell Union 2047 
. ..        .,, 
02-01-2007 
• Ottis Wrence Beasley, 29, of 
Beasley Road, Claxton, Ga., 
was charged with DUI and 
failure to maintain lane. 
• Renaldo Vernard Jackson, 
21, of Campus Courtyard 
Apartments, Statesboro, was 
charged with possession of 
stolen property. 
Trek through the Himalayas with GSU 
By Ashley Reed 
Staff writer 
' Every summer students at Georgia 
Southern are asked to consider study- 
ing abroad. This summer students 
will be given the opportunity to join 
Keith Bosak on a trip to the Himalayan 
mountains of India. 
The trip is being offered through the 
department of geology and geography. 
Students will receive six hours of credit 
for participating in the three-week 
course, which takes place from May 
8-May29. 
Over the course of the trip students 
will go trekking and will also get an 
opportunity to stay in villager's homes. 
Before departing for Atlanta the group 
will take a trip to the Taj Mahal. 
" Trekking is a big part of the trip, but 
will also get a chance to learn about the 
culture and livelihood of the region by 
living with families and assisting them 
with their daily work," said Bosak. "This 
may consist of anything from farming 
or herding animals." 
The cost of trip is $2,960. This 
includes airfare, lodging, meals, trans- 
portation in India, permit fees and side 
trips. Tuition is not included in the 
price of the trip. Students interested 
in applying for financial aid should 
contact Margaret Lanier in the financial 
aid office. 
Bosak's experience with the Hima- 
layas of India dates back to 1994. He 
conducted his master's and doctoral re- 
search in the Garhwal Himalaya. Bosak 
has also lead similar courses through 
Appalachian State University for the 
pasttwo years. 
"Students will get an opportunity 
to experience the Himalayas geography 
and landscape," said Bosak. "They will 
spend time in a unique setting that most 
people never get a chance to go to." 
Students who have attended the trip 
before with Bosak encourage other GSU 
students to take this opportunity. 
GSU graduate student Laura Ca- 
plins said that going on this trip liter- 
ally changed her perspective about 
the world. 
"When I went on the trip I was a 
student at Appalachian State," Caplins 
said. "It really helped me understand 
my place in the world by showing me 
how fortunate I am and how much I 
can give to other people." 
Annie Bryant, Appalachian State 
graduate student, believes that a trip 
to the Himalayas will offer students a 
rich experience. 
"Each stage of the trip you learn 
something different," Bryant said. "Ex- 
periencing the trekking in the culture 
is great especially when you are with 
someone who knows so much about 
the Himalayas." 
If you are interested, or need more 
information about this trip, please 
contact Bosak at kbosak@georgia- 
southern.edu. 
Special Photo 
GSU students from last year's Himalaya trip hike through the mountains during a day trip. The overseas study 
abroad trip is offered through the department of geology and geography. 
Museum sponsoring trip to South Carolina 
GSU News Service 
The Georgia Southern Museum ' 
is sponsoring a Coastal Plain Adven- 
tures trip to the South Carolina State 
Museum on Saturday, Feb. 10. 
The S outh Carolina State Museum 
is located in Columbia, S.C. It contains 
exhibits on fine art, folk and decorative 
art, cultural history, natural history, 
science and technology. 
Housed in the historic Colum- 
bia Mill Textile Building, the South 
Carolina State Museum currently 
features an expanded display of its 
natural history collection as well as 
exhibits that focus on space and the 
art of sports photography. 
On the day of the trip, the GSU 
Museum group will leave from 
Statesboro on a chartered bus at 8 
a.m. and return at approximately 
4:30 p.m. Reservations are required 
and all participants must be at least 
13 years of age. 
The cost of the trip is $40 per 
person for members of the GSU 
Museum and $45 per person for 
non-members. 
The first 15 adults who sign up will 
receive a special collections tour of the 
South Carolina State Museum. The 
tour will be guided by Jim Knight, the 
museum's director of collections and 
chief curator of natural history. 
For more information on the 
South Carolina State Museum, visit 
http://www.museum.state.sc.us. To 
register for the trip, call the GSU 
Museum at 912-681-5444. 
SC museum trip 
When: Feb. 10 at 8 a.m., 
will return at 4:30 p.m. 
■ Cost: $40 per museum 
member, $45 for all 
others. 
SPRING 2007 ON-GAMPUS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
DATE COMPANY JOE TITLE RESUME DEADLINE MAJORS/COLLEGES RECRUITED 
02/08/07 hjjehrfe + Nagel, Inc. Management Trainee January Hth Logistics & Intermodal Transporation 
Q2/G8fl7 ■PL Log stic; Management TraineeAlterehouse Supervisor January 29th Management, Logistics, Industrial 
02/13/07 BBfiT Leadership Associate January 25th COB A CLASS 
02/19/07 Norfolk Sail-em Management Trainee January 29th C0BA COST, CIT 
02/27/07 NW Mutual Financial Representative (full-time & internship) February 23rd Al Majors 
03/01/07 GA Dept. of Transportation Civil Engineer Technologist February 25th Civil Engineering, Civil Engineering Tech 
03/01/07 Herte Corporation Management Trainee February 8th Al Majors 
mwi ftatetf Asst. Frcftcfr Mjr/Ginstaicthn flffl, ItfamfBiqiiKerinq Intern February 25th Cfrisfrjc MglCrrfi' Epgfl/lKharKil fflgfitaclfrcraf £Jig 
03/01/07 Reeves Construction Eagle Expo Career Fair COST 
03/01/07 Maxim Healthcare Sales Recruiter/Entry Level Management February 8th Al Majors 
03/01A7 Southstar Furring Summer Internships Eagle Expo Career Fair COB A CLASS 
03/01/07 Hormel Feeds Food Tech, Programmer, Quality .Assurance, Accountant February 8th COB A CHHS, COST, CLASS. CIT 
03/01/07 Shaw Industries Up Mgt Trainee, HRTrainee, Eng Co-op, HR Co-op February 8th C0BA COST 
03/01/07 Progressive Insurance Claim Adjuster Trainee February 8th Al Majors 
03/01/07 Tennessee Commerical Vtorehouse Management Trainee ■ Trucking Operations Februan/Sth Logistics & Intermodal Transporation 
Temessee Commerical Warehouse Management Trainee - Trucking Operations February 8th Logistics & Intermodal Transporation 
Target Stores Executive Team Leaders (As,st. Meager) February 7th COBA CLASS 
03/08/07 Brasfield & Gorrie Asst. Project Mgr./Estimator/Field Engineer February 15th Construction Management/Civil Engineering 
03/08/07 Walgeens hfenagement TraineeManagerrent Intern March 4th C0B.A, CLASS, COST, COPH, CHHS 
03/08/07 Wells Fargo Credit Manager February'15th COB A 
mm Liberty htwi Sates R&przsuntstivn Mare/? fStfr COBA/Gmml Sktfosf- CLASS -Eoomms 
3/22/047 She™ nVM II iams Management Sales Trainee March 1st COBA CLASS 
03/22/07 Jhited He Gill Sales .Associate/Engineer February 22 nd COBA COST 
03/22/07 GA feet, of Audts Staff .Auditor Feb man/ 25th CUBA- Accounting 
03/23/07 Hsreel Fhelpls Field & Office Engineer March 21st Construction Management/Civil Engineering 
* Employers listed in /Mcs are new to fte calendar As of January 312007 
COLLEGES 
C0BA College of Business Administration 
CHHS College of Health & Human Science 
COE College of Education 
CLASS College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences 
CIT College of Information Technology 
COST College of Science & Technology 
COPH College of Public Health 
COGS College of Graduate Studies 
The Office of Career Services 
is working hard to provide graduating seniors 
and alumni with the opportunity to interview with the 
leading companies in a variety of industries. 
To sign up or view all companies scheduled to 
interview on campus visit 
Eagle Career Net 
https://georgiasouthem-csm.symplicity.com/students 
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NATIONAL NEWS 
Texas city tries to dismiss Santeria suit 
McClatchy Newspapers 
The city of Euless, Texas, has asked 
a federal judge to dismiss a religious 
discrimination lawsuit filed by a Santeria 
priest who wants to sacrifice animals at 
his home. 
The priest, Jose Merced, sued the city 
in December after police and permit of- 
ficials told him he couldn't kill goats for 
an initiation ceremony. 
At the center of the lawsuit is a 2000 
federal land-use law, which says that 
local governments must show a compel- 
ling public interest before enforcing an 
ordinance that could limit a religious 
practice. 
But Euless argues in court records 
that the act is unconstitutional because 
it amounts to Congress intruding on a 
states right to regulate the health and 
welfare of its residents. 
"Slaughtering of any animal in the city 
of Euless is illegal for anyone, just like 
it has been for decades," said the city's 
attorney, William McKamie. 
"If the local government officers, 
before they enforce a general ordinance, 
were forced to question people's beliefs 
and practices, that would be entangle- 
ment in religion, which is clearly uncon- 
stitutional," he said. 
The U.S. is steeped in the idea that 
Cheryl Diaz Meyer/MCT 
Santeria priest Jose Merced is photographed Jan. 5,2007, at Botanica San JudasTadeo in Dallas, a local 
shop that carries Santeria and other religious items. Merced has filed a federal discrimination lawsuit 
against the city of Euless, seeking to sacrifice animals in his rites. 
governments can't prohibit the 
practice of a religion. 
But does that mean someone 
can hold a religious ceremony 
anywhere anytime? 
Where to draw the line has 
been the subject of a tug of war 
in the last two decades between 
the U.S. Supreme Court and 
Congress. And Merced and Eu- 
less have stepped right in the 
middle of it. 
Followers of the African-Ca- 
ribbean religion believe that the 
energy contained in blood from an 
animal sacrifice opens a channel 
of direct communication with the 
spirits, known as orishas. 
SCIENCE 
Climate 
projections 
Scientists surer than ever: Mans to blame 
McClatchy Newspapers 
According to a new report, 
this century will experience 
drastic climate changes. The distinction between "likely" 
Temperatures rise  and "very !ikef miglf set
em sb^ t
t0 
most people, but to climate scientists, 
R      • Probably between    it>shu2e 
///        3.2°F-7.2°F ° 
(1.8°C-4°C) In2001,aninternational panel charged 
B with reviewing all the evidence for and 
M against global warming said emissions 
from power plants, cars and industries 
Sea levels rise    were likely.contributing to rising tem- 
peratures around the world. 
fT     (18-59acm)7"23'"' Friday in Paris, the influential group 
^IMMI# went further, declaring it very likely that 
human activity is to blame. 
A._I:« :-- "This says we are 90 percent sure the Arctic ice   , „ ;,, ,      .   .       ,, , 
bulk of global warming is caused by (man- 
c£f«      * DisaPPears in made) greenhouse gases," said Thomas 
<SU&     H™wyh3lf °f Ackerman, director of the University of 
Washington's Joint Institute for the Study 
Heatwaves    of the Atmosphere and Oceans. "We'll 
leave a little wiggle room because we're 
occurrence scientists and that's the way we think, but 
90 percent is about as good as it gets." 
TrODiCal StOrntS         Eleven of the hottest years on record 
have occurred in the past 12 years, and the 
*jR»   . increase in convergence of melting glaciers, vanishing 
IL       occurrence permafrost and rising sea levels cannot be 
* explained by natural climate variation, 
.M\ CLINICAL TRIALS 
I AT THE  
P=^M   MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA 
according to a draft of the report 
that concludes: "Warming of the 
climate system is unequivocal." 
The draft says the future 
holds parched conditions for 
Africa, much of South and Cen- 
tral America and the American- 
Southwest, while winter rains will 
intensify, replacing snow across 
more northern latitudes, including 
the Pacific Northwest. Cold snaps 
will become rare and stronger 
rainstorms more common. 
The new report is the fourth 
from the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change, established 
in 1988 by the United Nations 
and the World Meteorological 
Organization. As the most force- 
ful consensus yet on the perils 
of global warming, it could sway 
governments and industries. 
QUICK, WHAT'S NEW Zl 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Some soldiers in Iraq see recent 
troop surge as a lost cause 
While senior military officials and 
the Bush administration say the presi- 
dent's decision to send more American 
troops to pacify Baghdad will succeed, 
many of the soldiers whore already 
there say it's a lost cause. 
"To be honest, it's going to be like 
this for a long time to come, no matter 
what we do," said Army 1st Lt. Antonio 
Hardy, 25. 
Clueless guide defrauds hunters 
Dozens of hoodwinked hunters 
bagged a measure of justice Friday in 
the case of the wilderness guide who 
set himself on fire because he couldn't 
work a camp stove. 
Wally Dean Jackson Jr. of Nikiski 
was sentenced to two years in prison 
for misrepresenting himself as a hunting 
and fishing guide, defrauding sportsmen 
outof$100,000ormore. 
Raul Castro signals openness to debate 
One by one, Cuban artists and 
intellectuals in Havana did something 
unprecedented last week: they stood 
before the government and criticized 
a particularly harsh era of censorship, 
out loud and in the open. 
Perhaps even more surprising than 
the conference held Tuesday to discuss 
a dark period of Cuban cultural op- 
pression was what happened outside: 
a protest by those shut out of the 
invitation-only event. Also out loud 
and in the open. 
In a move Cuba experts say signals 
a significant shift in Cuban domestic 
policy, the government led by interim 
president Raul Castro appears to be 
cracking open the door to debate. 
NEWS OF THE WEIRD 
From Universal Press Syndicate 
The continuing crisis 
• A 33-year-old woman was detained by police in Sep- 
tember after complaints by residents at a mobile home 
park in Michigan City, Ind., that she had been having sex 
in an untinted-windowed limousine on one of the park's 
streets, in front of what grew to be a large crowd, mostly 
yelling at her for her indecency. At one point, according to 
police, the otherwise-occupied woman yelled back at the 
crowd defiantly that she was "doing adult business" and 
"I've got to do what I've got to do." 
• In October, California environmentalists and health 
officials said they might have to undertake a one-by-one 
investigation of septic tanks in the movie-star-populated 
Malibu community in order to find the leaks that have 
been fouling the coastline.The final decision won't be 
made, according to an Associated Press report, until of- 
ficials test the sea water to determine whether the sewage 
has human DNA or is from animals, such as runoff from 
chicken farms. 
^oinen Helping Women 
Tte WNpHAC Trill !§r Women: 
A top§i Varietal* $Wy 
For women age, 8-30 without oral or genital herpes 
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against 
herpes. 
Participants receive: 
• Free screening for herpes 
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A 
• Financial compensation for time and travel 
For more information, contact: 
Medical College of Georgia 
706-721-2535 
877-643-1414 (toll-free) 
womens health@mcg.edu 
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov 
GSU study participants 
will be seen at the GSU 
Health Center 
This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes. 
(opper ^yeech 
r O  VV   IN   H  O  M   E S 
We don't make townhomes, 
wemakEtownhomes 
fat    iris 
11 la| Wm\ fts SSlrJ 
1400 Statesboro Circle• 912-681-8307• www.cbeech.com 
STATEMENT 
OF OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne Daily is the 
official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University/ 
owned and operated by GSU stud- 
ents and utilizing the facilities 
provided by GSU. The newspaper 
is the oldest continuously 
published newspaper in Bulloch 
County and Statesboro, Ga.The 
newspaper is a designated public 
forum for the Georgia Southern 
University community.The ideas 
expressed herein are those of the 
editor or the individual authors 
and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the Student Media 
Advisory Board, the adminis- 
tration, the faculty and staff of 
Georgia Southern University, or 
the University System of Georgia. 
The George-Anne is published 
four times weekly (Monday- 
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) 
during most of the academic year 
and six times during summers. 
Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor 
at by phone at 912/681 -5246 or 
fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may access the newspa- 
per and its archives staff by visit- 
ing our web site at http://www. 
gadaily.com. 
SUPPORT 
The G-A is funded primarily 
through revenue from 
advertisements placed in the 
paper and receives additional 
support, in part, from the Student 
Activities Budget Committee. 
STUDENTS BEWARE 
The G-A screens all advertise- 
ments prior to publication.The 
newspaper strives to accept 
ads for legitimate products and 
services only. Students are urged 
to exercise caution when replying 
to ads — particularly those which 
require a credit card number, 
other personal information, or 
money in advance of the delivery 
of a product or service. Students 
are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers 
which they might see in an ad. 
Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
FREEBIEINFO 
ALL FREE student and faculty ads 
to be run in the G-A must have 
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE 
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if 
they do not have this informa- 
tion. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES 
Room 2023, F. I. Williams Center. 
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001, 
Georgia Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681- 
5246 (News) or912/681-5418 
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113 
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser). 
EMAIL DIRECTORY 
Executive Editor 
goeditor@georgiasouthem.edu 
Managing Editor 
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu 
News Editor 
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu 
Advertising 
ads@georgiasouthern.edu or adsi@ 
georgiasouthern.edu 
ADVERTISING 
The George-Anne reserves the 
right to refuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE:Jhe dead- 
line for reserving space and sub- 
mitting advertising copy is Noon, 
one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards, 
sample publications, contact: 
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Di- 
rector, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@ 
georgiasouthern.edu or adsW 
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Ne- 
ville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgia- 
southern.edu 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: 
The newspaper makes every 
reasonable effort to present cor- 
rect and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible for proof- 
ing the ad upon publication and 
should notify the newspaper im- 
mediately in the event of an error. 
The newspaper is not responsible 
for any errors in advertisements 
and its liability for adjustments 
is limited to the amount of space 
the error occupied in the ad. Fur- 
ther, the newspaper is not respon- 
sible for any damages caused 
due to an ad's omission from a 
particular edition and its respon- 
sibility solely is to reschedule the 
ad in the next regular edition at 
the regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified 
ads from students, faculty and 
staff must be non-commercial in 
nature and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the sender, 
local address, and phone number. 
No free ads taken via telephone 
- at this price we don't take 
dictation. One free ad per person 
per week. Commercial classified 
are available only from our online 
site at www.gsuads.com.Jhe price 
of commercial ads is $7 for 200 
characters for line ads. Ads must 
be paid for using a major credit 
card. For classified display ads, 
contact gaclass@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Mail subscriptions are not 
available at this time. However, 
readers may visit our web site for 
free access to current and past 
issues. Visit www.stp.georgia- 
southern.edu. It is the goal of the 
newspaper to have its edition 
placed on-line within 24 hours of 
publication. Breaking news will 
be placed on-line as warranted. 
The G-A is distributed free of 
charge on the Georgia Southern 
University campus through 
delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at off-campus sites, 
and in residence halls. 
NOTICE 
Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a room- 
mate or acquaintance, at distribu- 
tion sites. Additional copies are 
50 cents each and are available 
at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of addition- 
al copies from a distribution site 
constitutes theft under Georgia 
law, a misdemeanor offense pun- 
ishable by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have any per- 
sons) who removes more than 
the authorized number of copies 
from distribution sites prosecut- 
ed to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE 
We gratefully acknowledge the 
theft of one of our slogans - 
"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, 
Read by them All"-from Robert 
Williams of the Blacks hearTimes. 
Call Bob and he can tell you who 
he stole it from originally. Credit 
for the other - "Covering Campus 
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to 
G-A alum Mike Mills. 
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"In spite of everything I still believe 
thatpeoplearereallygoodatheart.l 
simply can't build up my hopes on a 
foundation consisting of confusion, 
misery and death." 
- Anne Frank 
OUR VIEW 
Georgia Southern students, making history every day 
AT ISSUE: Every student has an opportunity to make a difference, and become one of GSU most remembered alums 
It's every young football players dream to play 
in the bright lights of the Super Bowl. Lots of little 
boys have the dream, but not all of them follow 
through. 
Like the amazing former Georgia Southern 
football player Adrian Peterson, every student who 
attends GSU has the opportunity to make a name 
for themselves while reaching their lifelong goals 
and reflecting positively on their school at the same 
time. 
'Students from GSU have been making history 
since the first graduating class. Those students went 
on to become teachers, farmers, fathers and mothers. 
Along the way, they were representing their alma 
mater while finding their way through their career, 
their lives and toward their goals. 
It's important for students to see what others who 
came before them have accomplished, so they will 
have the confidence to pursue their own dreams with- 
out thinking those far away ideals are impossible. 
For every student who left GSU with high goals 
and aspirations, there were students who graduated 
with fear and dread for their future after school. 
Without high hopes for the future, students are more 
likely to settle for whatever paying job they can get 
after graduation, instead of going after their dream 
job with the determination needed to get it. 
Having hope gives you the positive attitude to set 
high goals and make plans to follow them through 
to the end. 
It's important for students at GSU to set lofty goals, 
and then figure out ho w to get there. If you never have 
the confidence to set out after your dreams, you may 
never reach those childhood goals of becoming the 
best in which ever field of study has intrigued you. 
So go ahead and set out to make history as an 
outstanding alum of GSU. You can get started now, 
planning your future by building your resume with 
experience in your area of study. 
If that means traveling abroad to go on a pale- 
ontology dig, you'll have a great time while you're 
there and great experience for the next job you're 
looking to get. Get busy making yourselves parts of 
GSU history. 
Chaz Kyser is a 
columnist from 
Atlanta. She is a 
guest columnist 
for The George- 
Anne Daily. 
Chaz Kyser 
Don't let a doubt 
hold you back 
When you are overcome with self-doubt and the fear 
of failure you can become a barrier to your success. That 
frustrated voice inside your head that tells you the goals 
you're working towards can't be accomplished, and you're 
not good enough, smart enough, attractive enough, talented 
enough, or man or woman enough to accomplish them 
anyway, can be more detrimental to your livelihood than 
racism, sexism and ageism combined. 
If you're not careful, you can sabotage your career by let- 
ting self-doubt and the fear of failure take 
control of your mind. They're sneaky and 
always waiting for an opportunity to do 
you harm. It doesn't matter whether the 
opportunity is big or small. Self-doubt 
and the fear of failure will keep you from 
applyi ng for a position because it may be 
too difficult. Self-doubt and the fear of 
failure will talk you out of pursuing the 
career you dreamed of since you were a 
child. They'll come up with a thousand 
reasons on why you can't and shouldn't 
attempt something to further your career 
as they destroy it in the process. 
The belief that you can do anything you set your mind to 
is not apipe dream. Riddingyourself of faceless barriers is not 
an easy task, but it can be done. Step one is to acknowledge 
that self-doubt and the fear of failure are sabotaging you. 
Self-doubt and the fear of failure are powerful because we 
deny they exist. We don't want to believe that sometimes 
we're the only ones holding ourselves back. It's much easier 
for us to place blame on others. When you acknowledge 
that you may be working against yourself, you're able to 
start working for yourself. 
Step two is to write down what self-doubt and the fear 
of failure has kept you from doing. Did you not take a class 
you know you needed because you thought it was too hard? 
Write it down. Did you not attend a more challenging school 
because you thought you wouldn't be able to compete with 
the students there? Write it down. Did you not run for of- 
fice in an organization because you were afraid you'd look 
bad if you lost? Write it down. You will be amazed at all the 
dreams you've abandoned while plagued with self-doubt 
and the fear of failure. 
Step three is to write down what your reasons were 
for not doing what you wanted. Right under each of your 
abandoned goals or actions write down why you chose not 
to pursue them. You may find that what once seemed like 
good reasons for your inaction now appears unimportant 
and silly. Now imagine what your life would be like had 
you done what your heart wanted. Imagine the path you'd 
be walking on. 
Step four is to begin speaking positive things into 
existence. You are worthy of a career twice as successful as 
you hope it will be, and it can be yours. Start replacing the 
put-downs you feed yourself with words of encouragement 
and praise. Talk about what you can achieve and why you're 
capable of achieving that and more. If you're not feeling that, 
then you'll have to fake it until you make it. 
Step five is to begin looking at opportunities in a new 
light. Once you've cut self-doubt and the fear of failure loose 
you may begin to see opportunities in a new light. What 
seemed risky may now appear exciting. What appeared too 
challenging may interest you now because you want to be 
challenged. You can now sift through all the plans you put 
in storage, or the garbage, and see which ones can still give 
your career the boost it needs. You'll find that the potential 
you have in your career and in life is enormous if you just 
take advantage of it. 
Write Chaz at info@embracingtherealworld.com 
Adam Crisp: 
Diploma sticker, not that special 
Imagine my excitement when 
my diploma arrived in the mail 
Saturday afternoon. 
Since I graduated in the year 
of Georgia 
Adam Crisp 
is a recent graduate 
with a bachelor 
of arts in journal- 
ism major from 
Glennville, Ga. He is 
a former Manag- 
ing editor of The 
George-Anne Daily. 
Southern's 
centennial, 
I was a little 
jazzed that 
the diploma 
was going to 
carry a spe- 
cial 100-year 
centennial seal. 
But it hardly seemed special 
when it arrived. The seal that I had 
heard so much about was a rather 
large, not-so-unusual gold impres- 
sion of the centennial logo. 
When you looked at my diploma, 
all you saw was that rectangular 
sticker, blinging like a big gold 
tooth. 
It's a good thing whoever stuck 
the thing on there didn't do a very 
good job. All four corners were 
coming up, so a quick pull rendered 
my diploma just like all the masses 
before me. 
I'm not really complaining. I'm 
sure there are a lot of people out 
there who will like the sticker on 
their diploma. 
I do think it's cool that I gradu- 
ated in GSU's special year. But when 
people look at my diploma, I want 
them to see my name, my degree 
and my school. Their first question 
shouldn't be about what the heck 
that big gold sicker is. 
• After all the years I spent in col- 
lege, the diploma is special enough, 
ft doesn't need to dance and sing and 
flash neon lights. 
Perhaps the registrar should 
consider allowing students the op- 
tion of having the seal or perhaps 
leaving it off altogether. 
Recent G-A feedback from the web 
To post your comment on any 
story from The George-Anne Daily, 
visit our web site at www.gadaily. 
com. 
• Response to column: It's time 
to bring back Eagles spirit, from 
JonS. 
"I think it's a great idea to have 
the "Southern Century" as the 
required textbook for GSU 1210. 
It is also a great idea to get more 
pumped up about Georgia South- 
ern sports!" 
• Response to column: Immi- 
gration reforms are crossing the 
line, from Jeff. 
"You forget to mention that 
these people are here illegally. They 
steal our jobs, forge documents, 
commit crimes and spend tax dol- 
lars that they are not entitled to. 
They are not Americans; they have 
not even filled out any paperwork 
to let America know they are here. 
They need to go back to where 
they came from. There are many 
people that are trying to get to 
this country legally. These people 
are immigrants, not the people 
you discuss in your article, they 
are illegal." 
• Response to column: Immi- 
gration reforms are crossing the 
line, from Peter K. 
"Immigrants, legal or not, do 
not'steal'jobs. Stealing implies that 
something belonged to you in the 
first place. Secondly, jobs are not 
a zero-sum game. They are not a 
finite resource, but an exponentially 
increasing phenomena which is 
built by the productive labor of 
others. And even if immigrants 
did displace American workers, 
it still wouldn't be a justification 
for keeping them out the country. 
Foreigners seeking and gaining 
employment in this country coerces 
and harms no one." 
• Response to column: Immi- 
gration reforms are crossing the 
line, from Jerry G. 
"I would encourage everyone to 
continue to learn more about this 
issue. Please visit www.galeo.org 
and look up recent News and Press 
articles and also read some reports 
under Reports and Publications. 
Or please join our efforts to make 
Georgia a more welcoming state. 
Join www.georgiansforgeorgia. 
org." 
Justin Burris is a 
freshman graphic 
design major 
from Warner 
Robbins, Ga. 
He is a assistant 
Hiatus editor for 
The George-Anne 
Daily. 
Justin Burris 
National defense 
laws threaten U.S. 
"The United States government national threat level 
Elevated or Yellow," says the United States of America's 
Homeland Security web page. We're at stage yellow, not 
yellowish orange or yellow-red. Yellow and yellow alone 
is able to sum up our level of threat from the evil, faceless 
terrorists across the blue ocean. 
Terrorism is a serious threat, however our government 
is treating the process of informing the American people, 
like it's teaching a third grade class. We can't take the gritty 
truth, the bitter reality that our actions 
in other areas have caused people to 
want to kill us. It has to be summed up 
into five simple little colors, to keep us 
safe from that dangerous knowledge of 
where we really stand. 
In addition to insulting our intel- 
ligence with a candy coated warning 
system, they continue to belittle us 
by saying we should "continue to be 
vigilant" and to "take notice of [our] 
surroundings." Also, in case you forgot, 
what to do when you see something 
that seems like it could cause you or 
others harm, they suggest you "report 
suspicious items or activities to local 
authorities immediately." Thanks Uncle Sam, maybe you 
could send out pamphlets about how to tie my shoes. 
The current group of people in power likes to hike up their 
belts and claim that we haven't had an attack on American 
soil since 9/11, that they've been doing this jam up job of 
keeping us safe from many attempted terrorist threats that 
they aren't at liberty to speak about. 
What they have done post9/l 1 that the American public 
can see, is pass laws. These laws are designed to help safeguard 
us against any further terrorist attacks. The most recent of 
these laws designed to protect us, is the Military Commis- 
sions Act. This law allows the American government to take 
labeled enemy combatants, be they alien or natural born US 
citizens, and deny them the right to habeas corpus. The right 
to know what charges are held against you and to a court to 
determine whether or not you're guilty or innocent. 
What this boils down to is that the government can lock 
you in a cell, for an indefinite period of time, barring you from 
the right of a trial. Think it'd never happen to a US citizen? 
In America's short past we've passed several such laws that 
were designed to protect us from the evils abroad. 
The Alien and Sedition Acts were passed to prevent the 
weakening of the American government. In passing this act, 
it was made illegal to speak out against the people in power, 
and as result, several journalists were arrested. 
In our recent past, only 65 years ago, Executive Order 9066 
was enacted, moving close to 120,00 Japanese and Japanese 
American's into internment camps. It's estimated that 62 
percent of those 120,000 were American citizens. 
On a daily basis, we're allowing our rights to be taken, 
offering the excuse that it's only temporary and in the best 
interests of the American people. Yet, even our founding 
fathers had warned against this allowance of the removal 
of our freedoms. Ben Franklin said, "They who can give up 
essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve 
neither liberty or safety." In these times of acts such as the 
Patriot Act and the Military Commissions act, he could 
have never been more right. 
It is American to question the laws that are passed in 
Washington. It is American to disagree with the actions of 
your government. It's American to be from different ethnic 
backgrounds. It is American to stand up for injustice, even 
at the highest levels. 
Write Justin at hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu 
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Who's 
NFL: The Indianappolis Colts. The Colts 
defeated the Chicago Bears 29-17 to 
win Super Bowl XVI. Coach Tony Dungy 
became the first African-American coach 
to ever win the Super Bowl. Quarterback 
Peyton Manning threw for 247 yards and 
one touchdown and was named MVP. 
Who's 
NFL: Rex Grossman.The 
Chicago Bears quarterback 
could not overcome his own 
inconsistencies and threw two 
interceptions in the fourth 
quarter, one leading to the 
game winning touchdown. 
Check 
Thursday's 
George-Anne 
for the Eagles 
Baseball season 
preview! 
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN 1-2, HAWAII 4-2 
Errors plague Eagles in Hawaii 
The GSU baseball team will take on the GeorgiaTech Yellow Jackets Sat. Feb. 10 
at J.I. Clementz Stadium at 1:30 p.m. for their first home series of the season. 
GSU News Service 
Making his collegiate debut, freshman Brian 
Wilkerson carried a no-hitter into the sixth inning 
but 13 stranded runners cost Georgia Southern in 
a 2-1 decision in the last of the three games against 
Hawaii, played on Saturday night. The Eagles fell to 
1-2 overall while the Rainbows improved to 4-2. 
"You couldn't ask for more from Brian [Wilk- 
erson], he gave us a great effort. He was in rhythm 
all day long, throwing a lot of first pitch strikes 
and he was able to throw all three of his pitches 
for strikes," said Head Coach Rodney Hennon. 
"Unfortunately we were not able to take advantage 
of the offensive opportunities. We just could not 
get the big two out hit." 
Porter finished with a career-high three hits 
while Wirnsberger and Miller added two hits 
apiece, part of the 10-3 hits advantage. The Eagles 
actually out-hit Hawaii in every game, 
totaling 33 hits in the series. 
Wirnsberger (0-1) finished with the 
two runs on three hits, walking two and 
striking out two. A.J. Battisto threw two 
hitless innings of relief. 
In the Friday night game, second of 
three, four errors in the first three in- 
nings haunted GSU as the Eagles dropped a 5-3 
decision to Hawaii. 
"We made too many mistakes defensively early 
on. There were a few too many walks as well. I did 
see some positive things tonight," said Hennon. 
"Drew Murray competed; he battled back when 
we made mistakes (behind him). David Cogswell 
came on and got the big double play 
ball to get out of the inning and (Burt) 
Barto kept us in the game. You have to 
tip your hat to Hawaii. A good team 
takes advantage of the other team's 
mistakes. We did that last night and 
Hawaii took advantage tonight." 
Hollis and Beckham had two hits 
apiece for the Eagles out-hitting the Rainbows 7-6. 
see BASEBALL, page 8 
What's next for 
Eagle Baseball: 
vs. GeorgiaTech, 
Saturday 1:30 p.m. at 
J.I. Clementz Stadium 
GSU57,UTC62 
Eagles 
must 
learn to 
finish off 
teams 
By Mike Anthony 
Staffwriter 
If the second half was only 19 minutes long 
instead of 20, the Georgia Southern men's bas- 
ketball team would have to believe that it would 
be near the top of the Southern Conference 
standings right now. 
. On Saturday, they gave the UT-Chattanooga 
Mocs all they could handle, repeatedly battling 
back from behind, but the Mocs held off a late 
comeback attempt, defeating the Eagles 62-57 
Saturday afternoon at Hanner Fieldhouse. 
The loss marks the sixth setback for the 
Eagles in their last seven games. Every one of 
those six losses has been within reach in the 
closing minutes, only to slip away at the final 
buzzer. 
What's next for the 
Eagles: 
vs. Appalachian State, 
Monday 7:30 p.m. at 
Hanner Fieldhouse 
Leading the way 
for GSU on Saturday 
was junior forward, 
Louis Graham. He 
collected 11 rebounds 
and poured in a team- 
high 16 points for his 
tenth double-double 
of the season. 
Graham would have increased that point 
total to 18 with what appeared to be a game-tying 
dunk with 40 seconds remaining. 
However, a controversial double dribble call 
turned the ball back over to UTC. the ensuing 
inbounds pass was deflected out of bounds, with 
the officials signaling GSU ball. 
A timeout was immediately taken by GSU, 
during which the officials reversed their call, 
giving the ball back to the Mocs. Also during 
the timeout, approximately 12 seconds ran off 
the game clock, which neither the clock operator 
nor the officials noticed. 
Despite Eagles Head Coach Jeff Price's at- 
tempts to alert the officials, UTC tookpossession 
and the time was never put back on the clock, 
allowing the Mocs to make free throws and get 
out of Hanner Fieldhouse with the win. 
Though he did his best to remain calm after 
the loss, it was obvious that he was still upset 
with the call. "I'm not sure what happened," 
said Price. 
"I just know that we spent our timeout pre- 
paring for offense, and when we went out on 
the court, the officials had decided to point the 
other way;' Saturday's game seemed to be more 
of the same for GSU. 
While they were forced to play from behind 
for much of the game, the Eagles refused to quit. 
They never let the Mocs lead rise above seven 
and on many occasions, they were able to tie it 
up or take a brief lead. 
The story might have been different had the 
Eagles come out of the gate a little better. 
"The bottom line is, we shot 39 percent in 
here," said coach Price. "Donte Gennie missed 
his first five 3 s that were wide open and that's 
unlike him. But that's the way it was today. 
The Eagles were eventually able to hit from 
outside, with Gennie and Blake Thomson both 
hitting clutch 3-pointers when UTC seemed 
see FINISH, page 8 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN LADY EAGLES 46, ELON 37 
A win for the ages 
Lady Eagles Head 
Coach Rusty Cram 
becomes all time 
wins leader at 
Georgia Southern 
By Jessica Martin 
Assistant sports editor 
Lady Eagles Head Coach Rusty Cram 
became the winningest coach in Georgia 
Southern women's basketball history on 
Saturday as the Lady Eagles defeated the 
Elon Phoenix 46-37. 
The Lady Eagles have won two straight 
after a seven game skid last month. 
GSU started the game very strong, 
breaking out to a big lead, scoring six 
straight before Elon put any points on 
the board. The score was 14-6 in favor of 
GSU at 11:38. 
The Lady Eagles were setting up and 
running their offense while Elon was 
rushing their shots and throwing the ball 
away. Elon took the lead with a 3-pointer 
by Nicole Allison. The Lady Eagles went 
into halftime behind 22-17. 
The Eagles leading scorer Tiffany Brown 
only had two points and sat out much of 
the first half with two fouls. 
" When you lose Tiffany, you lose quick- 
ness. Their guards are very quick. They got 
on the perimeter to make things miserable 
for us," said Cram. 
The Eagles had 11 turnovers at the end 
of the first half to Elon's eight. Both teams 
shot under 30 percent from the field. 
" We j ust came out and did what he told 
us to do," said forward Chequilla Jessie. 
GSU returned strong in the secondhalf, 
tying the game at 26 with over 15 minutes 
left in the second half. 
The Lady Eagles took the lead with 
Brown hitting a lay-up and didn't relinquish 
Jared Siri/STAFF 
The Lady Eagles will take on UNC-Greensboro at 5 p.m. tonight at Hanner. 
the lead for the rest of the game. The Eagles 
shooting improved to 52 percent from the 
field in the second half, while Elon's field 
goal percentage dropped to 21 percent in 
the second half. 
Chequilla Jessie was the leading scorer 
for the Eagles with 13 points and also added 
. nine rebounds. Shawnda Atwood was also 
akeyfactor, scoring 11 points and grabbing 
eight rebounds. Urysla Cotton was the 
leading scorer for the Phoenix with eight 
see FINISH, page 8 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN MEN DEF. FLORIDA A&M 
Men's tennis wins first match at Hanner 
Tao Ventre/STAFF 
Joris De Weerdt competes in a singles match against 
Florida A&M.Though DeWeerdt lost his match, the Eagles 
defeated the Mocassins 4-2. 
GSU News Service 
The Eagle men's tennis team 
swept the doubles point and 
took their first home match of 
the season, defeat- 
ing Florida A&M 
4-2. 
The Eagles had 
• singles victories 
from Emmanuel 
Nkoueleue, Mat- 
thew Sands and 
Greg Bekkers. 
Nkoueleue defeated Clifford 
Malivert 6-2,7-5 in No. 2 singles 
while Sands took his match from 
Simbarashe Happy 6-2, 6-4 at 
No. 3. 
Joris De Weerdt dropped his 
match at No. 1 to Artiem Podgai- 
nii 6-2,6-3 and Philip Prins fell at 
No. 6 6-4,6-3 to Paul Paige. 
What's next for 
Eagle Tennis: 
at Central Florida, 
Sat. Feb. 9 at 2pm 
Borja Malet's No. 5 match 
versus William Mau-Asam was 
unfinished. 
In doubles, the Eagles were on 
fire as all three pairs had wins. 
No. 1 Nkoueleue/Prins de- 
feated Podgainii/ 
Happy 8-6.   De 
■ Weerdt/Bekkers 
took the No. 2 
match from Mali- 
vert/Mau-Asam 
8-5 and Sands/ 
Neil Shine won 8- 
4 over Williams/ 
Paige in the No. 3 slot. 
"This was a good team effort 
today," said Head Coach Justin 
Miles, "but we need to work on 
getting off to a better start in 
doubles and singles." 
The Eagles take to the road 
next weekend to face Central 
Florida and North Florida. 
Golf signs 
top junior 
college 
recruit 
GSU News Service 
Head coach Larry Mays and the Georgia 
Southern golf team announce the signing of 
Drew Lethem, one of the top two junior college 
golfers in the country, to the 2007 golf team. 
Lethem, a native of Overland Park, Kan., 
competed his freshman and partial sophomore 
years at Odessa College before transferring to 
Georgia Southern. 
As a freshman, Lethem garnered seven 
top-ten finishes, won regional and conference 
individual championship titles, and is the 
reigning Kansas State Amateur Champion. 
The Odessa Col- 
What's next for 
Eagle Golf: 
at Gator Invitational, 
Feb. 10-11 at UF Golf 
Club, Gainesville, FL 
lege Wranglers won 
the conference and 
regional champion- 
ships in 2006. 
In the fall during 
his sophomore year, 
Lethem earned the 
Andrew's College Am title and garnered three 
top ten finishes. 
Lethem was chosen to represent the USA 
in the World University Golf Games held at 
Torino, Italy in September of 2006. 
The four-year letterwinner at Olathe East 
High School (Kans.) was tabbed a member 
of the All-Conference teams as a sophomore, 
junior and senior. 
As a sophomore the Hawks golf team 
garnered the Kansas State championship in. 
2002. Coached by Doc Courser, Lethem was 
a member of the National Honor Society and 
served as the Hawks team captain during his 
junior and senior seasons. 
"We are excited that Drew has decided to 
finish out his college career here at Georgia 
Southern, he has been successful at every 
previous level of competition and we feel he 
is going to be a very important addition to our 
program," said Mays. 
Pack the house in 
pink, cancer benefit 
Georgia Southern's Sports Marketing De- 
partment is teaming up with the Statesboro 
Service League in conjunction for the second 
annual Pack the House in Pink. 
Beginning Thursday, Feb 15 at 7:30 pm, 
come watch the Eagles take on Elon and help 
fight for a cure and make a difference. 
Pack the House in Pink will help raise 
money, support the Lady Eagles Basketball 
team, and most importantly showing support 
for Breast Cancer. Another way to join in the 
fun is to wear something pink, since this is the 
color that Breast Cancer represents. 
Along with the game, a 50/50 raffle will 
be held, where 50 percent of the proceeds go 
to Breast Cancer and the other 50 percent to 
the lucky winner. 
The more money you throw in, the greater 
chances you will have. Donations will be ac- 
cepted as well. 
Also, a special thanks to Zeta Tau Alpha, 
Phi Mu and Sigma Chi for all of their support. 
For more information on the event please 
contact Julie Fillmore at jcfillmore@yahoo. 
com, or call (912) 871-1500. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Tribal healers 
8 Short choral 
work 
15 Capital river 
16 Cage for tots 
17 Do away with 
18 Quirky 
19 Scholarly book 
20 Goddess of 
death 
22 B&O stop 
23 Minty drink 
25 God of Islam 
29 Vigilant 
34 Brit. 
Conservative 
35 Actress Black 
36 Singer Denver 
38 Smallest bill 
39 Bedecked 
42 Bess who was 
Miss America 
44 Puppy bark 
45 Keyed up 
47 Ms. Rogers St. 
Johns 
48 Writer Bagnold 
50 Prairies 
53 Condemn 
55 Map book 
56 Singer Janis 
58 Elver's parent 
59 "M*A*S*H" star 
63 Hired 
67 Before now 
69 Stone near 
Cork 
70 Prevent by 
anticipatory 
action 
71 Stalkless, in 
botany 
72 Bos'n for 
boatswain, e.g. 
DOWN 
1 Lovers'quarrel 
2 Vagabond 
3 Minute particle 
4 Pigmented 
nevus 
5 Athos, to Aramis 
6 City on the 
Merrimack 
7 Actor Maximilian 
8 Naval noncom 
9 Landon and 
others 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 
17 
19 ■ '-'< 21 - ■ 22 
30 31 32 
23 ■ ■ 
33 ■ 26 27 ?8 29 34 
35 
40 
36 
" 
38 
3<i 41 42 43 
44 ■ 45 46 47 
48 49 ■ 51 52 
53 
' 
- ■ 55 
64 65 
56 57 ■ 58 ■59 60 61 62 
63 66 
1 67 
66 
69 70 
71 2 
© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
Ail rights reserved. 
10/12/06 
10 U.S.-Mex.-Can. 
union 
11 "Romeo and 
Juliet" role 
12 Mimic 
13 Ceylon export 
14 Picnic invader 
21 ACobb 
23 Actress Elfman 
24 Spring formal 
26 Untie 
27 Eddy or Tom 
28 Serehgeti 
carnivores 
29 Cleared 
30 Novelist 
Gordimer 
31 Equatorial 
32 That girl 
33 Old pronoun 
37 Schon and Hefti 
40 Humpty Dumpty, 
e.g. 
41 " the Explorer" 
43 Vitamin letters 
46 Entryway 
49 Paint additives 
51 Takes a nap 
New Voices. 
New Services, 
New Attitude. 
www.gadaily.com 
There is No Option! 
52 Pay 
54 New Age pianist 
57 Yuletide carol 
59 Writer Waugh 
60 VIP's wheels 
61 Star of "Sleepy 
Hollow" 
62 Comic 
Johnson 
63 Recipe abbr. 
64 Pub pour 
65 Egyptian souls 
66 Bill or Louis 
68 Stimpy's buddy 
Say Cheese 
®2006PuzzleJunction. com 
Can you match up the cheese in the first column with its 
country of origin in the second column? Good luck! 
1. Bel Paese 
2. Samsoe 
3. Jarlsberg 
4. Colby 
5. Stilton 
6. Camembert 
7. Kebbock 
8. Gruyere 
9. Gouda 
10. Limburger 
(a) English 
(b) Scottish 
(c) German 
(d) Norwegian 
(e) Swiss 
(f) Danish 
(g) Dutch 
(h) American 
(i) French 
(j) Italian 
r—~Fi-f= ■f^t \ i^r^T 
THE UNIVERSITY STORE 
Everything GSU under one Roof! 
1-800-861-7059 www.gsustore.com 
Jghting Up Your Life 
M M S T S L M Y R W R L R B R S K 
Z X N U Y Y L K C R A E B J N N T 
c J M K N' F A A H M R U X E N M K 
D 0 L X E Z L R P 1 L G M P Z W L 
H c R R X 0 N G F B L U M T D W P 
D K H 0 E R 0 M L M L G L A R E E 
R F H R N F C G N 1 N T H G 1 L C 
E H U P B A A S W N M T R G Y N N 
T A P Z H R E P G 1 Y M J W M K 0 
H N R D N E B A L M K N E M V Y. C 
G M R F K S M R J B V M W R L W s 
1 R F E R A Z K F U T A U R 0 R A 
L D L H T L F L Q S B H R N 0 E N 
Y T A T L N A H P R 0 T G Z T J N 
J W R R L M A E L D N A C 1 D Y M 
T Y E L E R N L K Z K N X N R J X 
N F L A S H C N Q L V Z B B L B z 
©2006 PuzzleJundion »m 
AUREOLA FUME LIGHTNING 
AURORA FLARE LUMENS 
BEACON FLASH NEON 
BRIGHT GLARE NIMBUS 
BULB GLIMMER 3AYS 
CANDLE LAMP SCONCE 
CORONA LANTERN SPARK 
FIRE LASER SUN 
FIREFLY LIGHTER TORCH 
Announcements 
100-199 
140 Other 
Announcements 
"Discover Your Potential" Phi 
Sigma Pi National Honor Fra- 
ternity is a coed organization 
recruiting student leaders who 
have a genuine interest to join!! 
Must Have a 3.0 GPA and 12 
semester hours Info Sessions 
will be held: 2/5 @7pm (Union 
Rm. 2052) 2/6 @8pm (Union 
Rm.2042) Contact Chabre 
Woods (Recruitment Advi- 
sor) at chabre04@yahoo.com 
Reach Georgia Southern stu- 
dents with a publication they 
really read... Over 100,000 
copies of the G-A Daily cir- 
culate each month. For more 
info: ads@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
Join Public Relations Stu- 
dent Society of America 
(PRSSA)IThe first meeting 
will be Monday, January 29th 
at 7pm in the Communication 
Arts building, room 1006. All 
majors welcome! For more 
information contact us on 
facebook: GSU PRSSA 
Buy or Sell 
200 - 299 
210 Autos for Sale 
1998 BLACK ISUZU RO- 
DEO, V6, AUTOMATIC, 
PWR WIN & LOCKS, 
TINTED WIN, CD CHANG- 
ER, AM/FM, A/C, 135,000 
MILES, GREAT CONDI- 
TION, $3,500 CALL STEVE 
@ 770-315-6044 
260 Miscellaneous 
for Sale 
Man-sized recliner - $75. 
Treadmill - $75. Two station- 
ary bicycles - $20 each. Call 
687-3781 after 5 pm. 
3-CD changer stereo with two 
speakers. Asking $25, call 
Kathryn at 912-682-0846 
A camera for Sale! 3 lens and 
a bag, interested? Please call 
912-541-2655, Price $100. 
Sportscraft Foosball Table for 
sale! Glow-in-the-Dark table! 
Only missing 1 guy. Still in 
good condition. Email to come 
check it out! 
TI-83 Plus Calculator with 
manual $50, BAII Plus with 
manual $30, Call Kathryn 
912-682-0846 
Bedroom and other furniture 
for sale. Everything in great 
shape. Everything needs to 
go. Prices low and negotiable 
call Chareice at 404-917-3929 
Don't throw away that junk... 
turn your trash into cash. 
Trying selling it online and 
in print with a G-A Daily ac- 
tion classified ad. It's free for 
students. Visit www.gadaily. 
com to find out more! 
Bedroom Furniture for sale! 
All white from Ikea. Great 
shape. Less than 2 yrs old. 
Willing to compromise on 
price. Includes: corner desk, 
armoire, and 3 drawer dresser. 
Available in May! Call Katy if 
interested @ 770-317-4093 
270 Motorcycles for 
 Sale  
1994 750 Honda (red) Mag- 
num: 26K miles, loaded, 
Mustang seat, V&H pipes, 
windshield, leather bags, 
floorboards, sissybar, runs 
Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial 
Ads, Visit... 
http://www.gsuads.com 
...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for 
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising. 
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us 
online at... 
www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php 
You must include your names, address and phone number 
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take 
dictation. 
CLASSIFIED 
CATEGORIES 
100 Announcements 
110 Auditions 
120 Freebies 
130 Lost & Found 
140 Other Announcements 
200 Buy or Sell 
210 AutosforSale 
220 Auto Parts for Sale 
230 Bicycles for Sale 
240 Books for Sale 
250 Computers & Software 
260 Miscellanneous for Sale 
270 Motorcycles for Sale 
280 Trade& Barter 
290 Wanted 
300 Employment & Job 
Services 
310 Careers Job Services 
320 Child Care Needed 
330 Child Care Provider 
340 Internships/Volunteer 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
370 Opportunities/Business 
380 University Work 
390 Wanted Jobs 
400 Housing & Real Estate 
410 Apartments 
420  Lofts & Rooms 
430 Mobile Homes 
440 Real Esate for Sale 
450 Roommates Wanted 
460 Storage & Moving 
Services 
470 Student Housing 
480 Sub Leases 
490 Vacation Rentals 
500 Personals 
500  Personals 
600 Services 
610  Education &Tutoring 
620 Financial Aid/Loans 
630 Legal Services 
640 Resumes/Typing/DTP 
650 Services/Miscellaneous 
700 Travel 
710 Spring Break Travel 
800 Transportation/Rides 
800 Transportation/Rides 
900 Miscellaneous 
910 Pets & Pet Supplies 
great, fast, and very clean! 
$3950 call 536-3184. 
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HON- 
DA CBR600RR. Red and 
black. Excellent condition. 
9100 miles, lots of aftermarket 
parts and accessories. http://lo- 
ligagger.dotphoto.corrr $7000 
obo 912-678-9729 
Employment & 
Job Services 
300-399 
340 Internships/ 
Volunteer 
Male Volunteers = Camp 
Counselors = Everyday He- 
roes Camp Braveheart, an 
overnight weeklong camp for 
children and teenagers with 
heart defects, needs male vol- 
unteers. Volunteers must be: 
Age 21 or older. Screened with 
an interview and background 
check. Availaible for an ori-' 
entation session prior to camp 
and for the entire camp week 
(Saturday, May 26 to Friday, 
June 1, 2007). Organized by 
Childrens Healthcare of At- 
lanta, Camp Braveheart is at 
Camp Twin Lakes in Rutledge, 
Ga. Please visit www.choa. 
org/campbraveheart or contact 
campbraveheart@choa.org for 
more information. 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
Need extra money? Tell us 
what hours you can work, 
we'll see if we have a schedule 
to fit it. $7-$9/hr, no Qualifica- 
tions e.o.e. call 912-739-3181 
ask for Nestor. • 
BARTENDING! Up to $250 
a Day. No Experience Nec- 
essary. Training Available. 
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520 
XT 296 
Housing & Real 
Estate 
400-499 
410 Apartments 
If you need an apartment, or 
if someone you know needs 
one, OR if someone you know 
knows someone that needs 
one then let me know ASAP! 
I am going to Spain next se- 
mester and need someone to 
sublease. $250 a month rent, 
big room, own bathroom. Will 
have a female roomie. Call 
for more info. 478.390.7365 
450 Roommates 
Looking for a roommate?Try- 
ing to sublease your place? 
Put the G-A Daily to work 
for you. Free classified for 
students in print and online. 
Visit www.gadaily.com for 
information 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 
3BR/2BA House off of Gentil- 
ly $300/mo. Contact Chase @ 
404-934-2429. 
Roommates Needed: 4 BR/3 
BA house with pool. Quiet 
neighborhood. $325/mo. 
Call Marsha 912-481-3131 or 
478-289-8009. Available in 
December. 
Room in 3bd/3br apartment in 
Garden District for sublease. 
$380/mo. Females only please. 
Two fabulous roomates! One 
month rent free! Please call 
Renea at 678-357-7694 
470 Student 
Housing 
4 Bedroom 3 Bathroom house 
for rent, walking distance 
from campus! Near Burger 
King, off Gentilly. Leasing 
for Aug. 07. Great house, 
long private driveway sur- 
rounded by woods, huge yard 
w/ firepit. Washer/Dryer incld. 
340 mo. + utilities Call Zac 
(770)855-2514 
ATTENTION STUDENTS & 
PARENTS! We have NEW 4 
bed 4 bath homes, just like 
Camelot, in Burkhalter Planta- 
tion on Burkhalter Rd just past 
The Landings. 2 car garage, 
Eat at bar, & Deck. Homes 
ready now! FOR SALE OR 
RENT. Call RE/MAX Pre- 
ferred Realty, Inc at (912) 489- 
4529 or (912) 531-5999. 
BRAND NEW 4bed/4bath in 
Camelot subdivision! Ready 
for move in immediately! Call 
for more information Karen 
7708467544. 
3 bedroom, 2 bth, nice house 
for rent August, near campus 
on Wendwood Court. $875 per 
month plus deposit. Call 706- 
543-5497 for details. 
480 Sub Leases 
One bedroom to Sublease in 
Eagle's landing apt. Apt 4 at 
the front of the complex. Rent 
is 320 All Inclusive and the 
sublease is for summer 2007. 
Call Gordon at 404-403-9249 
Female needed to sublease in 
The Woodlands Apartments. 
2bd/2ba. $460/month, all utili- 
ties included. Room is avail- 
able now. Call 912-856-1888. 
1 bedroom for sublease in 
St. Charles Place #10 from 
now until August 31, 2007. 
Rent is $350 and water is 
included. Contact Randall at 
912-682-9603 
Apartment lease for Campus 
Courtyard need someone to 
take over. Lease is from now 
until July. Rent is all inclusive. 
Large upstairs room with 
walk-in closet and bathroom. 
One respectful male roommate 
to share downstairs living 
room and kitchen with. First 
month's rent is free. Rent is 
around $475/mo. Call Michael 
at 912 492 1745. 
Sublease available for sum- 
mer '07. May thru July. 4 
Br 3 Ba townhouse located 
in Hawthrone II off of Fair 
Rd. Rent only $262.50! plus 
utilities. Pool access. Con- 
tact Katy @ 770-317-4093 
Sublease for Spring at Cam- 
pus Club! 1 Private BR/BA in 
4BR/4BA Unit with 3 Male 
Roommates. Fully Furnished, 
Cable, Internet, Etc. Included 
in $409/mo. Rent. Move in 
end of this semester. 678-462- 
3930, jtso74@comcast.net. 
1 bedroom to sub-lease in 
Eagle's Landing Apts. First 
floor, right at the front of 
the comeplex. Rent 320 all 
inclusive. Close to campus. 
Sublease is for summer 2007. 
Male or female. Call Chareice 
at 404-917-3929 
SUBLET NOW: Cambridge 1 
BR/bath in apt. for girl. $499 
INCLUDES: furniture, utili- 
ties, washer/dryer, Ethernet, 
HBO, fitness ctr., tanning, 
rec. room, pool. DISCOUNT 
AVAIL. Call 764-3418 or 
541-2246. 
Travel 
700-799 
710 Spring Break 
Travel 
Spring Break Bahamas 5 
Days/4 Nights from $199 
per person Includes Cruise 
Transport & Resort in The 
"SAV   Hi   To   CHlCO,   HV  MexiCAfV 
HAiRteSS!    ISN'T He 
ctnre? " 
"WHaT?    IS  THaT  suPPoseD 
TO   Ma<e   Me  FeeL   BeTreR? 
'The frat guys have been really nice to me. 
They nicknamed me Tasty' and said they 
want to make sure I get fried tonight!" 
Find a New Friend 
Sandy! 
Sandy is very sweet 
Shepherd,American Bulldog Mix. 
She is docile girl who loves people 
and other dogs. What a cutie! This 
girl is about 3 years old. 
Humane Society of Statesboro & 
Bulioch Co. Animal Rescue Division 
Statesboro, GA- 912-681-9393 
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com 
www.petfinder.com 
Coverag the Web Lite a Swarm of ilectrons.., 
www.gadaily.com 
New Voices, New Services. New Attitude 
Sudoku To play: Complete the grid so that every row, column and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing 
or math involved, just use logic to solve. 
Easy r 53 
1 5 2 9 
4 3 2 5 
9 8 
9 2 1 3 
5 8 6 
3 2 
9 6 3 
8 4 
4 1 2 8 7 9 
Bahamas - Other Packages also Available Book 
Early for FREE VIP Party PackageLToll-Free 
1-888-85-BEACH (1-888-852-3224) www. 
GoBahama.com 
Miscellaneous 
900-999 
910 Pets & Pet Supplies 
Female Black Lab Mix, lyr., spayed, vacci- 
nated, house & crate trained, very sweet!! Two 
calico cats, lyr and 8 mos., spayed, vaccinated, 
microchip, very affectionate!! Call Kathryn 
912-682-0846 
Interested in the Ferret Ad but no number to 
contact?.?? Please call Jennifer at 596-3482! 
Male yorkie looking for pure yorkie female to 
mate. Male yorkie is pure breed, lyr 6mo, 61bs. 
Please call 912-856-1888 if interested. 
Free classified 
ads for students, 
faculty & staff 
(non-commercial 
only): 
visit us online at... 
www.gadaily.com/ 
class ad sub.php 
You must include your 
name, address and 
phone number and 
"dot.edu"address for 
freebies. Go online and 
prepare your non- 
commercial message. 
No phone calls please, 
at this price we don't 
take dictation. 
Cheats Corner 
3,4, 5, aricnntecfroom"™ 
Houses for Lease Avail- 
able August 10th. At GSU 
Entrance. 24 Hour Repairs 
764-6076 or 682-7468. 
aPnlNu BREAK 07 
I I t 
0H& §m $*% 
Free Brinks and Meats 
p 
Pool Parties 
Beach Parties 
JtilDBICtl I18S It 811, 
let us show 
you the way: 
klfliHilBliill 
800.426.1110 
www.sunsplasJitours.com 
Student Travel Services 
800,648.4849 
www.ststrawel.coni 
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Women's tennis falls to Jacksonville 
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF 
The women's tennis team will face Georgia State 
next Saturday at 12 p.m. at the Hanner courts. 
GSU News Service 
The Georgia Southern 
women's tennis team dropped 
their second match of the sea- 
son Saturday afternoon, falling 
5-2 to Jacksonville. 
Emma Knight pulled out 
the lone victory for the Ea- 
gles. 
In No. 5 singles, Knight 
came back after losing her first 
set 6-0 and ended up winning 
0-6, 6-3, 10-4 over Cristina 
Paiva-Flor. 
The No. 1 singles slot saw 
Molly Maddox fall 6-0,6-1 to 
Emese Sulyos. 
In No. 2 singles, Kristi 
Kegerreis fell to Lena Willi 
6-1, 6-1. Heather Reynolds 
lost in the No. 3 spot 6-3,6-0 
to Tatiana Soldatova. 
Frenanda Carerro defeated 
Shea Huxtable 4-6,6-3,6-3 in 
No. 4 singles. 
In No. 6 singles, Lauren 
Wolken won by default af- 
ter Iva Jaresova suffered an 
injury. 
In doubles action all three 
GSU doubles pairs lost. 
Kegerreis/Reynolds fell 
8-3 to Sulyos/Jaresova in the 
No. 1 slot. Maddox/Christine 
Caforio lost 8-3 to Willi/ 
Carerro at No. 2 and Jessica 
Matlosz/Jessica Fuller fell 8-6 
to Soldatova/Paiva-Flor. 
The Eagles will resume 
action Feb. 10 at the Hanner 
Fieldhouse Courts as Georgia 
State comes to town. Match 
time is set for noon. 
Favre to return 
ByGaryD'Amato 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Brett Favre isn't coming 
back to pad his bank account 
or breakDan Marino's records. 
He isn't coming back because 
his family and friends want 
him to play another year. 
Favre is coming back for 
a 17th season in the National 
Football League for one rea- 
son: He thinks the Green Bay 
Packers have a chance to be a 
good team in 2007. A playoff 
team. Maybe even a team that 
wins games and, if all the pieces 
fall into place, makes a run at 
the Super Bowl. 
"He definitely feels good 
about it," said Scott Favre, 
Brett's older brother. "He's still 
playing good and he sees the 
future is brighter. I told him, 
'You pick up a couple players, 
everybody stays healthy, who 
knows, you might make a run 
at it next year!" 
Scott Favre saidhis brother 
would have retired had the 
Packers not put together a 
four-game winning streak at 
the end of the season, cul- 
minating with a 26-7 victory 
over the Super Bowl-bound 
Chicago Bears. 
Before that, Green Bay 
struggled in midseason blow- 
out losses to New England and 
the New York Jets. 
"Had the season ended 
on that kind of note, I don't 
think he would haVe come 
back," Scott Favre said. "At 
that point in the season when 
things weren't going very good, 
I know he was getting burned 
out mentally. You know,' Here 
we go. We're losing again. I'm 
throwing interceptions' 
"Nobody was having any 
fun. The defense wasn't stop- 
ping anybody. Bam, next thing 
you knowyou win a game, you 
win another game and things 
start going the other way and 
everybody's attitude changes. 
"I think that pretty much 
summed it up. Winning those 
four games late kind of changed 
everybody's mind-set." 
Though the strong finish 
came against teams with los- 
ing records and an uninspired 
Bears team that had locked up 
home-field advantage in the 
playoffs, Brett Favre apparendy 
saw signs that the Packers were 
progressing under first-year 
coach Mike McCarthy and 
had a chance to be even better 
in 2007. 
Jim Prisching/MCT 
Quarterback Brett Favre celebrates his touchdown 
pass to Donald Driver in thefirst quarter againstthe 
Chicago Bears at Soldier Field in Chicago, Illinois, 
Sunday, Dec. 31,2006. 
FINISH 
from page 5 
be gaining momentum. 
A key point in the loss was the 
absence of junior guard, Dwayne 
Foreman. 
Foreman, who injured a ham- 
string in a loss at UNC Greensboro 
last week, would have undoubt- 
edly helped with his ball handling 
skills. 
With UTCs 2-3 zone denying 
many of the Eagles' attempts to 
get the ball down low, it's likely the 
Foreman's ability to penetrate and 
find the open man could have added 
a boost to the offense. 
"I continue to tell our team that 
they're not going to score a lot and 
they have to be defending well. I 
thought we spent so much time 
chasing Mays around that we let 
other guys score baskets that don't 
need to be scoring," said Price. 
With the loss, the Eagles fall to 
10-12 on the season, with a 3-8 re- 
cord in the Southern Conference. 
They will try to rebound from 
their latest heartbreaker on Monday 
as they welcome the Appalachian 
State Mountaineers to Hanner. 
The Mountaineers are among 
the league leaders in the Southern 
Conference, but were barely able to 
hold off the Eagles in Boone, N.C. 
during their first meeting. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN (10-12,3-8) 
Gennie 3-122-2 10;Graham 6-124-5 16;Tobias 
3-8 1 -2 8; Johnson 2-8 3-5 7; Fields 1 -3 2-2 4; 
Hynes 1-2 1-2 3; Salaz-r 3-3 1 -2 7; Ward 0-0 0-0 
0;Thompson 2-5 0-1 5; Hynes 0-0 0-0 0.Totals 
20-51 13-19 57. 
CHATTANOOGA (10-14,3-9) 
Long 6-11 6-8 19; Mays 5-12 1-2 13; Hartwell 4-5 
0-5 8; Watts 3-4 2-5 8; Lowndes 4-6 0-0 8; Doaks 
1-3 2-2 4; Bridgewaters 0-0 2-2 2; Gywnne 0-1 0-0 
0; Ferrell 0-0 0-0 0; HoodO-4 0-0 0. Totals 23-65 
14-1867. 
Halftime: Chattanooga 28-27.3-point goals: 
GSU 4-19 (Gennie 2-10;Thompson 1-3;Tobias 
1 -4; Fields 0-1), Chattanooga 3-9 (Mays 2-7; 
Long 1-1; Gywnne 0-1). Fouled out: GSU-Tobias, 
Salazar, Chattanooga- Doaks. Rebounds: GSU 33 
(Graham 11), Chattanooga 31 (Doaks 6; Watts 6). 
Assists: GSU 10 (Gennie 3), Chattanooga 11 (Long 
3; Hood 3). Total fouls: GSU 21, Chattanooga 19. 
Attendance: 2809. 
* 
BASEBALL 
from page 5 
Murray suffered the loss, allow- 
ing five runs (two earned) on just 
three hits in four innings. Cogswell 
and Burt Barto combined for 3.2 
scoreless innings to close out the 
game. 
Mike Economos posted career- 
highs of five hits, going5-for-5, with 
five runs scored in addition to five 
RBI, and the GSU bullpen held on 
for a 13-11 win over Hawaii. 
It was the Eagles' season opener 
while the Rainbows dropped to 
2-2. 
The Eagles got off to a strong 
start in the top of the first on 
Thursday night's game, when Chris 
Shehan ripped a 2-run single for a 
4-0 lead. 
In the second, Economos lined 
another 2-run double and Griffin 
Benedict added a RBI single for a 
7-3 lead. 
Economos hit a solo home run 
in the sixth, setting a career-high 
in hits. 
In the eighth, Miller scored 
on a wild pitch then pinch-hitting 
freshman Kyle Blackburn lined a 
RBI single. Lairsey was charged for 
seven runs (four earned) on seven 
hits in 4.1 innings. 
Strohecker picked up his first 
collegiate win, allowing two runs 
on four hits in 2.2 innings and 
two strikeouts. The Eagles out-hit 
Hawaii 16-12. 
"This was a great way to start 
the year," said Economos. "All the 
pitchers came in did pretty well. 
Kyle (Kamppi), I'm sure his nerves 
were going, settled down and got it 
done for us." 
HISTORY 
from page 5 
Lady Eagles Head Coach Rusty 
Cram made history by passing Drema 
Greer as the winningest coach in the 
history of GSU women's basketball. 
Cram amassed 163 wins since he 
replaced Greer in 1996. 
Cram spent three seasons as 
an assistant coach at GSU under 
Greer after he arrived in 1990, then 
became the associate head coach in 
1993. Cram is also the only coach at 
GSU to ever win over 100 conference 
games. He currently has 112 confer- 
ence wins. 
" It's wonderful, it's for everybody" 
said Cram. 
Women have been playing basket- 
ball at GSU for 24 years. Cram is not 
only the winningest coachbut also has 
coached at GSU longer than any other 
women's basketball coach. 
Fans rose in a standing ovation as 
the teams left the court and chanted 
"Rusty" as Cram returned to receive 
the game ball. 
Cram was mobbed by his play- 
ers for photos and hugged his wife 
in the stands before heading to the 
locker room. , 
"It's something we wanted for 
him as a team," said guard Shawnda 
Atwood, 
"We wanted to help him achieve 
his goals," she said." I'm glad that its 
behind us. This is about them. This 
is their year," said Cram. "Expect 
fireworks," said Cram. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN (9-14,4-8) 
Jessie 5-7 3-5 13; Atwood 5-11 1 -2 11; Melson 
3-6 3-7 9; Brown 2-9 2-2 7; C. Whitney 1-7 2-4 4; 
Rivensl -4 0-0 2; Waterman 0-3 0-0 0; Geiger 0-1 
0-0 0; Henry 0-0 0-0 0; Ogburn 0-0 0-1 0. Totals 
17-4811-2146. 
ELON(9-14,3-9) 
Cotton 4-6 0-0 8; Hester 2-12 0-2 6; Davis 1-7 3-3 
5; Allison 2-11 0-0 5; King 2-4 1-4 5; Bumbrey 2-9 
0-0 4; Spears 1-10-0 2; Wall 1 -8 0-0 2; Whidden 
0-1 0-0 0; Moore 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 15-60 4-9 37. 
Halftime: Elon 22-17.3-point goals: GSU 
1-10 (Brown 1 -5; Melson 0-2; C. Whitney 0-1 ; 
Rivens 0-2), Elon 3-21 (Hester 2-11; Allison 1-3; 
Bumbrey 0-5; Davis 0-2). Fouled out: GSU-None, 
Elon-none. Rebounds: GSU 41 (Jessie 9), Elon 
45 (Cotton 10). Assists: GSU 6 (Atwood 2), 
Elon 6 (Davis 4). Total fouls: GSU 14, Elon 19. 
Attendance: 1028. 
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Be a Peer Leader 
for GSU1210! 
Make a Difference! 
The 
opportunities 
are endless! 
• Help new students get a good start in college 
• Gain valuable leadership experience 
• Earn academic or service credit 
• Network with faculty for possible reference letter 
APPLICATION DEADLINE FEB. 9 @ 5 P.M. 
Applications available on FYE website 
http://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/fye/ 
Contact Stacy Shore at 
sshore@groupwise.georgiasouthern.edu. 
Come write on our wall 
www.gadaily.com 
Rudy Giuliani 
Former Mayor, New York City 
Political party: Republican 
Hometown: Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Education: New York Univer- 
sity School of Law 
Political experience: Mayor, 
New York City, elected 
1993,1997,2000 
Hillary Clinton 
Senator, New York 
Political party: Democrat 
Hometown: Chicago, Illinois 
Education: Wellesley College 
and Yale Law School 
Political experience: Senator, 
New York, elected 2000, 
2005 
John McCain 
Senator, Arizona 
Political party: Republican 
Hometown: sdf 
Education: Naval Academy 
Political experience: U.S. Rep., 
elected 1982, Senator, 
Arizona, elected 1986 (cur- 
rently serving fourth term) 
BarackObama 
Senator, Illinois 
Political party: Democrat 
Hometown: Honolulu, Hawaii 
Education: Columbia Univer- 
sity and Harvard Law 
School 
Political experience: Senator, 
Illinois, elected 1996,2005 
Bids 
from page 1 
There are a number of Republican 
candidates to fill the Rice void. The 
laundry list of presidential hopefuls 
includes V. A. Gov. Jim Gilmore, M. A. 
Gov. Mitt Romney, K.S. Sen. Sam 
Brownback, T.X. Rep. Ron Paul, C. A. 
Rep. Duncan Hunter, and former A.R. 
Gov. Mike Huckabee. Former New 
York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani and 
Arizona. Sen. John McCain have each 
filed exploratory papers and will more 
than likely be leading the pack on the 
Republican side. 
The Democratic Party has not been 
remiss in its number of candidates 
seriously considering a presidential 
run. Some Presidential possibilities 
are former vice-president candidate 
John Edwards, former Arkansas Sen. 
Mike Gravel, New York Sen. Hill- 
ary Rodham Clinton, New Mexico 
Gov. Bill Richardson, Delaware Sen. 
Joe Biden and Illinois. Sen. Barack 
Obama. 
The primary season has main- 
tained a trend of arriving earlier and 
earlier, meaning this large field of 
candidates is likely to face a quick 
winnowing away process, said Brett 
Curry, associate political science 
professor. 
"Candidates that have achieved 
this star status like Hilary and Obama," 
said Curry, "Will have a staying power, 
while other candidates will not have 
the luxury of a recovery time between 
primary elections." 
It is difficult to understand the 
candidates beyond a thin surface of 
media glamour.   Hillary Clinton is 
interested in issues like healthcare, 
especially for children, announcing 
in a web address, "Lets talk about 
how every American can have qual- 
ity affordable health care." Although 
her stance on issues like healthcare 
may garner praise, she still remains 
a divisive figure in American politics 
and her recent moves to be seen as a 
more moderate candidate might not 
have come soon enough. 
Barack Obama will face his chal- 
lenges as a relatively inexperienced 
candidate, but he is sure to draw strong 
support from the African-American 
community. His voting record in 
the Senate reflects the far-left of the 
Democratic Party andhas earnedhigh 
ratings from liberal organizations 
like the Sierra Club and the ACLU. 
Obama will be able to dodge criti- 
cism from voting in favor of the war, 
IF UCTION im 2007 
something Clinton has faced difficulty 
in doing. He has not put forward a 
comprehensive plan for the situation 
in Iraq and will be called to do so in 
the months ahead. 
Giuliani will more than likely face 
attacks for his personal life, especially 
from the conservative right. His more 
liberal stance on abortion and gay 
rights will be a tense issue for the 
Republican base choosing the can- 
didate for the general election. John 
McCain who touts "common sense 
conservatism" will also come under 
scrutiny for his stance on some moral 
issues and his continued, support of 
the war in Iraq. 
"McCain has always been a bit 
of a maverick," said Curry, "but he 
will definitely be a viable Republican 
candidate. In reality it is still too early 
.to tell how things will play out." 
Critic 
from page 1 
KENNEDY 
ULLlt F HAL 
WiNBURl WATSON 
ANFORD 
the humor. 
It was hard to find a spot, from 
droll-talking animals to the "Mapas- 
aurus" monster, that didn't feel like 
it was FedExed in from some Super 
Bowl past. 
Maybe before next year's Super 
Bowl, someone ought to spend a few 
bucks to post an ad on careerbuilder. 
com seeking "a sense of fun." 
Or would that belong on match, 
com? 
SOUTHERN COURTYARD 
The Best 
Bud Light 
Teaching immigrants to 
speak Bud. The genius of 
advertising is knowing how 
to stop one tiny fractured 
prepositional phrase short of 
tasteless and offensive. 
VOW PUIU 
Snickers 
Two mechanics eating dif- 
ferent ends of same candy 
bar. Raised a few eyebrows 
in the Bible Belt, you gotta 
think. Probably would have 
raised Freud's, too. 
Doritos 
Checkout girl.The factthat a 
do-it-yourselfer scored with 
thisad kind should probably 
make someone nervous. 
The Worst 
FEBRUARY 7-9, 2007 
STUDENT HOUSING 
SIGN UP 
If you are a current resident and 
wish to live on-campus in 2007- 
2008, signing up for housing in 
the Fall 2007 semester can now 
be done online. Room sign up will 
begin at 7:00 a.m., Wednesday, 
February 7"\ and will be available 
until 5:00 p.m., Friday, February 
9"', 2007. 
THERE ARE SO MANY 
ADVANTAGES TO SIGNING 
UP ONLINE 
It's simple and fasti The entire 
process can be done online In the 
convenience of your room, and 
it will only take you five minutes. 
No waiting In lines or holding on ■ 
the pnone for someone to help 
you. There Is no money required 
up front. As a student returning to 
housing, we want to thank you for 
making on-campus housing your 
first choice—so you will not have 
to pay the housing application fee, 
Instead, $200 of your already- 
paid $300 housing deposit will 
be applied to your Fall 2007 on- 
campus housing as your contract 
prepayment. The balance will be 
applied to your Student Account 
at the end of Spring Semester. 
OTHER REASONS YOU 
SHOULD SIGN UP ONLINE 
You are in control I You can 
choose a convenient time to 
sign up. You can choose which 
building and which room you 
want. Signing up. online gives you 
the freedom to make the choices 
you want, when you want. You 
can even select your roommates if 
you want. ' 
HOW DO I SELECT MY 
ROOMMATES? 
Our new system allows you to 
select the room or apartment 
for all of your roommates using 
Eagle IDs. You need to have 
each of your roommate's Eagle 
IDs with you when you sign up In 
order to complete the process. 
You may want to coordinate with 
your Intended roommates to 
make sure you all agree on your 
selected choices of hall and room. 
This Is very Important, because 
once you've made your room 
selection, you will not be able to 
make changes online. If you wish 
to make a change after you've 
submitted your online housing 
request, or you missed the online 
sign up, please come to the 
Housing Office in Watson Hall, 
or call us at 912-681.-5406 for 
assistance. 
WHERE SHOULD I LIVE? 
We have a variety of communities 
available to meet your needs. 
If you want extended learning 
opportunities outside the 
classroom, check into our 
Living/Learning Communities. 
For sophomores and graduate 
students, there are specific 
communities that focus on 
the specialized needs of each 
of these groups of students, 
which often include aspects of 
life beyond Georgia Southern. 
Information regarding the different 
communities Georgia Southern 
housing offers can be found at 
this link on the Housing Web Site: 
http://students.georglasouthern. 
edu/houslng/communltles/lndex_. 
new.php. 
WHAT SHOULD I DO IF 
I HAVE QUESTIONS OR 
PROBLEMS DURING THE 
ONLINE PROCESS? 
If you have questions or problems 
during the online selection 
process, please either call the 
Housing Office at 912-681-5406, 
or click on the "LIVE HELP" 
feature on the Housing Web Site 
for online assistance. Staff will 
be available to answer questions 
either on the phone or online 
between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
on Wednesday, February 7th, and 
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
on Thursday, February 8"\ and 
Friday, February 9lh. 
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 
I MAKE MY ROOM 
SELECTION? 
Once you have made and 
submitted your online housing 
request, you can expect to 
receive a contract from University 
Housing via mall to your GSU 
post office box in the Landrum 
Center. Please be aware that If 
this contract Is not signed and 
returned by the date Indicated on 
the contract, your assignment will 
be cancelled. 
WHAT IF I CHANGE MY 
MIND? 
Your signed housing contract is 
a legal and binding agreement. 
Consequently, once signed, you 
are legally bound by the terms 
of the agreement. We strongly 
recommend that you read the 
terms of the contract - especially 
the "Termination of Contract" 
section, since these terms have 
changed. 
WHAT'S IT LIKE? 
To see a sample of what sign up 
will be like, please visit the online 
tutorial at http://www.gsuhousing. 
com/returningSignup/. 
I'M READY—WHAT'S NEXT? 
Please go to the web address 
shown below for complete 
instructions on how to sign up 
for your housing needs in 2007- 
2008: https://rmsweb.aux. 
georglasouthern.edu/. 
GEORGIA 
SOU1HERN 
K UNIVERSITY 
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HOUSING FOR YOUR PLACE TO UVE 
Doritos 
Girl runs into traffic, gets 
bonked by a car. Can't imag- 
ine why the ad didn't work, 
because it's such a naturally 
funny situation. If only they 
could have worked in a 
squirting flower. 
Chevy 
Fired robot. Not to seem hu- 
morless, but a spot about a 
fired worker contemplating 
suicide isn't all that funny 
coming from an industry 
that's laid off tens of thou- 
sands of real-life assembly- 
line workers. 
I 
FedEx 
Moon delivery. Should have 
skipped the whole moon 
part and cut right to the guy 
getting zapped at the end. 
Would have saved a bundle 
in production costs. 
Taco Bell 
Lions. Thirty-second spot 
feels like it's five minutes. 
